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Introduction:  The present paper is concerned with
the non-trivial matter of how to incorporate
descriptions of cooperating sequential processes
without reference to time in a linguistic system for
interstellar message construction. The linguistic system
chosen is the new lingua cosmica (LINCOS) proposed
and discussed in a number of papers by the first author
[1]. LINCOS is based on constructive logic and its
terms (logical forms) are represented as types.

A sequential process is represented in LINCOS by
the map of arity 2 defined by Proc :=  seq : Proc _
Proc _  Proc.  Proc is therefore an inductive type in
constructive logic. A process p of type Proc, written p :
Proc, is supposed to ‘do something’ and then is either
followed by a process because  (seq p) : Proc _  Proc or
terminates. If q is next after p in a sequence, (seq p q) :
Proc is next after q. In this way sequential processes of
any length, including recurrent processes, can be
represented in LINCOS. There is no reference to time.

Elementary processes are given names, such as
start, go, stop and exit. Besides these we introduce a
special elementary process wait. If in the interpretation
of a sequence of processes wait is met, a state of
suspense is entered, while ‘control’ is transferred to a
sequence of processes called an arbiter.

An arbiter is also represented by a map, taking care
of the necessity for an invoked arbiter process to return
to the waiting process it has left (using exit). The paper
gives details on the problem of how to use arbiters for
modelling cooperating sequential processes in the
linguistic system. A useful and elegant solution
appears.

Using the proposed representations we obtain the
possibility of making processes occurring in societies
on Earth understandable for intelligent societies
outside of our own. Examples of human behaviour,
worthwhile to explain to extraterrestrial listeners in the
way outlined, are included in the paper

Reference: [1] A. Ollongren, Logic design of a
linguistic system for interstellar communication,
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Astronautical Congresses, 1998 – 2008.
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